
Fun, cool and elegant
No project is too big or too small for office furniture manufacturer gumpo, who are based 
in Dingolfing in Bavaria. Need to fit out a company headquarters with system furniture? 
No problem! Looking for customised solutions for a law firm or a medical practice? Of 
course! There's one thing all gumpo products have in common: an extraordinary design 
that is fun, cool and discreetly elegant. This is all down to Munich-based designer duo Ana 
Relvão and Gerhardt Kellermann, who have been responsible for the design direction at 
gumpo since 2017 and have already won the company numerous awards.

Work, read and dream
The "pony" is an item of furniture for sitting and working and also bears the signature of 
Relvãokellermann. It is highly functional and has a timeless, modern design: a 
comfortably upholstered stool and a round table, just big enough for a laptop, a book or a 
cup of coffee. The table can be rotated in an off-centre manner to adjust the distance from 
the seat. This is therefore an item of furniture that can be adapted almost intuitively and 
very easily for a variety of different uses: for working, for a meal or coffee break, for 
reading or playing, or simply to sit down for a while to daydream and rest your elbows 
comfortably on the table. The castors allow "pony" to be moved around the room or 
grouped with other items of furniture to form a seating area.
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Workplace with a guarantee of 
happiness

There's nothing children enjoy more than taking a ride on 
a pony. And let's be honest – wouldn't we adults 
sometimes also like to swap our office chairs for the back 
of a small, round pony so we could hold on tight to its 
mane and take a little ride around a field? Great that the 
"pony" is now available for the office or your home office: 
easy to clean, pretty to look at and extremely comfortable!

http://www.gumpo.de
http://www.gumpo.de
https://www.adler-coatings.com/products/furniture-parquet-varn.hard/aqua-paints-colored/bluefin-pigmores-4in1-g05~p166065
https://www.adler-coatings.com/products/furniture-parquet-varn.hard/accessories/aquafix-s~p1193


Fresh and colourful
The workmanship on this classic item of furniture matches up to the quality of the design. 
Apart from the seat covers – which are made from recycled plastic waste – "pony" is made 
almost entirely from wood. For the base, the plywood is laminated and pressed into shape; 
the tube consists of several glued layers of peeled beech veneer. The high-quality surface 
of the "pony" is achieved through coating with Bluefin Pigmores 4in1 by ADLER. This 
water-based paint is an insulator, filler, colour and topcoat all in one. It guarantees a high 
degree of durability and also ensures a pleasant, friendly feel, thanks to the addition of 
Aquafix S texture paste. "Pony" is currently available in six fresh colours. A grey everyday 
life in the office is now a thing of the past – "pony" brings colour and fresh inspiration to 
the world of work!
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